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auto-tune will always guarantee you a billboard hit, but dont even expect a blip on the pop charts the way you did for the oak ridge boys, anita baker, natalie cole, etc. way too many people have gotten in the habit of writing catchy pop songs and
selling as much album as possible in order to maximise their income. but thats the reality of it. the problem with a lot of auto-tune is that it sounds like auto-tune is just stuck on a note or two. as you get to the higher notes, it goes off and doesnt seem

to have any control over how high it goes. this is common for 2 reasons. the first is that the strengths are set so that they have a minimal amount of effect on the sound. as you read the recipe book, the recipes are generally low strength in the
harmonic area. secondly, the control panel also seems to be set up to control the low end, such as the kick drum and bass lines. its set up to know when to turn off around that key note and leave the rest of the sound alone. while its in command of

the high notes, its not selective in how many of them it can and will control. this causes it to start affecting both the highs and the lows when you turn it up all the way. thats the way it works with most of the plugins. it will literally dictate what you set
it to. doing it yourself, just dont expect it to sound like the commercial plug ins. i know a lot of people who that dont like using plug ins, and just have their own hands on the controls. they can do a very serviceable job with it in the studio, and

sometimes in a club situation, because the software puts out a lot of the level of the sound. but a professional recording wont have the same kind of control as in commercial plug ins. again, you get what you pay for.
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anyway, hope your enjoying the comments. i think they might be a little misdirected at times. since i know what auto-
tune is, i really dont care about who its used by, what time of day. to me, its a piece of equipment, and i am just going to
go out and get the price of the piece of equipment that works for me, not take anything else into consideration. perhaps i

am more critical in my musical tastes than most people, but as far as i am concerned, it is not good when people
reinvent what they dont understand, and bring back standards that have been lost, and are no longer relevant. they ask
why? well, its because they like what the audience likes. with so many effects available in commercial daw software it
can be difficult to capture the pure and organic sounds of analog recording gear without spending many thousands of

dollars to do it, but cakewalk sonar does a great job of this and comes with a comprehensive suite of plugins for making
that happen. the cakewalk sonar cloud section of the free, limited edition 10.3.6 version of sonar professional (a personal
favorite of mine) brings the analog gear to life with 12 studio effects, including echoplex, compressor, equalizer, delay,
flanger, phaser, reverb, and more. for the extreme t-pain effect, i recommend turning down your tuning effects to the

lowest setting before dialing in. anything other than zero would actually attenuate the pitch, making it more obvious that
this is a digital effect applied to the vocal. theres a definite difference between auto-tune and pitch-shifting. in auto-tune
your instrument will sound as if it’s been at just the right pitch most of the time, but as soon as you slightly change it’s
pitch it returns to the previous pitch. pitch-shifting does the opposite, it makes everything go up to the new pitch, and
then stays there. auto-tune is therefore a much more forgiving and subtle effect, and not something you would want to

use for vocals. 5ec8ef588b
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